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[1] We present results from a series of experiments in which fresh snow roughness
was measured by means of digital photography and analyzed using the random field
approach. The aim of the paper is to investigate the scaling properties of fresh-snow-
covered surfaces and to capture key roughness length scales which can characterize the
surface geometry and the size of the snow crystals. Results from our experiments show the
following: (1) fresh snow roughness exhibits two distinguished scaling regimes, one at
scales comparable with the crystals size and another one at larger scales; (2) we confirm
that the large scales are built up during snowfall and their scaling behavior is consistent
with that of Ballistic Deposition (BD) processes; and (3) we suggest that the crossover
length scale separating the two scaling regimes effectively defines a representative
length scale of the aggregated snow crystals on the surface. The definition of this length
scale is independent of the difficulties associated with measuring snow grain sizes by
means of standard microscopic analysis of disaggregated crystals. Furthermore it can be
obtained from a low-cost and quick experimental procedure. Results from this study
provide a plausible justification for the wide scatter of aerodynamic roughness length
values encountered in the literature for fresh snow. Moreover, they provide insight on the
key roughness length scales which should be used for the modeling of this parameter.
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1. Introduction
[2] The capability of a rough surface to absorb momen-
tum from a turbulent boundary layer can be quantified by
means of the so called aerodynamic roughness length z0. In
fluid mechanics, z0 is related to the vertical position at
which the extrapolated horizontal mean velocity profile
reaches zero [Schlichting and Gersten, 2000]. In microme-
teorology, the prediction of z0 is of fundamental importance
for estimating turbulent fluxes since this parameter enters in
all existing numerical models of surface-atmosphere inter-
action. In general z0 is a quantity that depends on the flow
Reynolds number and on the roughness geometry of the
surface. For fully rough turbulent regimes (always occurring
in the atmospheric boundary layer) the dependence on the
Reynolds number vanishes and z0 is only a function of the
roughness geometry [Raupach et al., 1991]. Finding a link
between roughness geometry and z0 represents a major
challenge in many fields of fluid mechanics and a general
satisfactory theory has not been found yet.
[3] In cold regions, snow covers the ground during a
significant period of the year. Therefore, in such regions, the
snow roughness and its related aerodynamic roughness
length z0 need to be investigated in order to properly model
surface energy and mass transfer processes [Lehning et al.,
2002]. It has been shown by various authors that snow
covered surfaces experience a wide range of roughness
scales which are therefore related to an equivalent wide
range of aerodynamic roughness lengths. For example
Smeets et al. [1999] and Brock et al. [2006] observed an
increase of z0 from a few millimeters to several tens of
millimeters in response to the formation of roughness
elements growing from 0.1 m to 1 m dimension. Roughness
elements of these large scales usually develop because of
local melt inhomogeneities or wind erosion processes (i.e.,
sastrugies). In the literature, many relationships have been
found to link the geometry of these roughness elements with
their aerodynamic roughness lengths [Lettau, 1969; Munro,
1989]. In contrast, at the smaller scales the roughness
geometry of fresh fallen snow has been poorly investigated
and its relationship with z0 has not been found yet.
[4] For fresh snow covered surfaces, the literature
presents a significant scatter of z0 values in the range
0.01  z0  0.35 mm [Clifton et al., 2006, 2008; Poggi,
1976]. Even in controlled laboratory flow and environmen-
tal conditions, z0 varied significantly when comparing
experiments performed with fresh snow on different days,
i.e., after different snowfalls. The physical origin of those
observed variations in z0 is not yet clear [Clifton et al.,
2006, 2008]. We therefore propose to take a step back and
to concentrate on the statistical properties of fresh snow
roughness and on the different processes driving the forma-
tion of roughness structures able to justify the large varia-
tion in z0. We focus on roughness structures that develop
during or immediately after a snowfall, i.e., when the effects
of other processes such as melting and metamorphism are
still negligible. The prediction of z0 for surfaces developing
right after a snowfall is important to provide boundary and
initial conditions for models simulating snow-atmosphere
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interaction and snowpack development and therefore
deserves to be investigated.
[5] We present a series of experiments in which snow
roughness was measured by means of image analysis
during the winter of 2007. The experimental site is well
sheltered from the wind and the surface on which snow
deposited was solid and flat. This implies that the mea-
sured snow roughness emerged only from the deposition
process with negligible influence from wind erosion or any
underlying relief. In a previous publication [Lo¨we et al.,
2007], we have shown that under these conditions, snow
roughness can be studied in the context of surface growth
theory [Baraba´si and Stanley, 1995] and we demonstrated
the applicability of Ballistic Deposition (BD) as a model to
predict roughness features at scales much larger than the
crystal size.
[6] The novelty of this paper lies in the use of this
theoretical background to classify fresh snow roughness in
terms of its scaling properties. Furthermore, we introduce a
novel method to estimate a representative snow crystal
diameter directly from roughness measurements. In order
to substantiate the proposed method we use both BD
simulations with finite size particles and micrographic
pictures of single crystals. The relevance of the proposed
approach lies in the combination of a weakly intrusive,
affordable, measurement technique and a theoretical frame-
work which make the procedure easy to implement for field
studies and able to provide a statistically robust (and
theoretically based) estimate of the snow crystal size. In
the context of the aerodynamic roughness length, we
suggest a possible explanation for the wide range of z0
values found in the literature for fresh snow surfaces and we
discuss what are the necessary length scales which should
be used for modeling z0.
[7] After this introduction the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 provides a brief summary of the
statistical methods used to analyze snow roughness includ-
ing a general discussion on the dynamic process of
roughness development during snow deposition. Section 3
deals with the experimental methodology. Experimental
results on the statistical properties of fresh snow roughness
are shown in section 4.1 and further discussed in
section 4.2 with the help of BD numerical simulations.
sections 5 and 6 present final discussions and conclusions,
respectively.
2. Theoretical Background
[8] For a general characterization of snow roughness, we
make use of the so called random field approach. Such a
methodology considers roughness as a random field of
elevations and makes use of structure functions as the main
statistical tool to capture the characteristic parameters which
retain the most significant properties of roughness. The
random field approach has proved to be extremely helpful
for the characterization of various rough surfaces including
gravel beds in rivers [Nikora et al., 1998; Robert, 1991;
Marion et al., 2003; Aberle and Nikora, 2006], Martian
topography [Nikora and Goring, 2005], and also, snow
covered surfaces [Rees, 1992; Rees and Arnold, 2006;
Arnold and Rees, 2003; Lo¨we et al., 2007].
[9] In general, roughness properties of a growing
surface (such as a snow surface during deposition) can be
quantified by means of the spatiotemporal, pth-order struc-
ture function
Dp r; tð Þ ¼ j h xþ r; tð Þ  h x; tð Þ jph i; ð1Þ
where h(x, t) is the surface height at position x and time t
and angular brackets denote an ensemble average over
many realizations of the deposition process. It has been
observed that many surfaces emerging from growth
processes obey a dynamic scaling form [Baraba´si and
Stanley, 1995]
Dp r; tð Þ 
 rpa gp r=tb=a
 
; ð2Þ
where a and b are called the roughness and growth
exponent, respectively and gp(s) are scaling function which
are constant for s  1 and decrease algebraically gp(s) 

spa for s  1. Such a scaling implies that the surface is
self affine [Kardar, 1996] and its structure functions follow a
power law Dp(r, t) 
 rpa up to a spatial extent r r* 
 tb/a,
which can be interpreted as a correlation length. In this
regime of length scales, such surfaces are statistically
invariant under the rescaling r! lr and h! lah [Baraba´si
and Stanley, 1995]. In contrast to the roughness exponent a
which dictates the static properties of the surface, the growth
exponent b characterizes the dynamical evolution of the
roughness during deposition and characterizes the growth of
the variance with time via Dp(r, t) 
 tpb, for r r*.
[10] In order to characterize the morphological properties
of a self affine surface it is therefore sufficient to provide a
single roughness exponent a. However, there are some
surfaces for which this characterization fails and an infinite
number of roughness exponents is required for a complete
description. These surfaces are said to exhibit multi-affine
or multiscaling behavior. Determining whether a surface
does exhibit multiscaling requires the calculation of Dp for
different orders p of the structure function. Multiscaling is
then revealed by the scaling Dp(r, t) 
 rpa(p) with a
roughness exponent a(p) which varies with the order p of
the structure function (or analogously, if pa does not grow
linearly with p). Clearly, surfaces with a Gaussian rough-
ness heights distribution cannot display multiscaling since
higher-order moments can be expressed in terms of first and
second-order moments. Therefore a test on Gaussianity is a
preliminary indicator of the multiscaling properties of
the surface. However, such a test is not exhaustive since
non-Gaussian height distributions may or may not exhibit
multiscaling.
[11] It has been shown by Lo¨we et al. [2007] that during
deposition of fresh snow, roughness may evolve in time and
develops structures much larger than the falling snow
particles. This can be explained by BD which was originally
introduced as a model for colloidal aggregation: particles
are deposited vertically at random positions and are attached
at the position of first contact with the growing aggregate.
This process captures the randomness of a snowfall as well
as the cohesive nature of snow crystals. BD belongs to a
class of deposition processes which retains universal scaling
behavior that has been extensively studied in the literature
[Baraba´si and Stanley, 1995]. It is widely accepted that the
universal properties of BD can be recovered by a continuum
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growth model, namely the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ)
equation [Kardar et al., 1986]. For this universality class,
either numerical simulations of BD, experiments or direct
integration of the KPZ equation lead to the following
estimates of the scaling exponents: a 
 0.38, b 
 0.22
[Baraba´si and Stanley, 1995]. If particles do not attach at
the position of first contact but rather relax to a position of
local minimum height the universality class (hereafter
referred to as sedimentation) is rather characterized by
a simplified version of the KPZ equation, namely the
Edward-Wilkinson equation. For sedimentation, the scaling
exponents are known exactly and given by a = (2  d)/2
and b = (2  d)/4 in terms of the spatial dimension d. For
deposition on a plane one has d = 2 and the resulting
exponents are a = b = 0.
[12] In the experiments presented herein, we focus solely
on static scaling properties of the snow surface and the
roughness exponent a since we have not monitored the
evolution of snow roughness in time. For the interpretation
of our results it is however important to keep in mind that
surface outlines are snapshots taken from a dynamical
evolution at an arbitrary time t. Details on experimental
techniques and procedures used to measure fresh snow
roughness are described in the following section.
3. Experiments
[13] All the experiments were carried out using natural
snow collected over flat metallic trays (1 meter wide and
2 meters long) which were placed in a wind sheltered
position between a large building and the side of a hill.
The trays were sufficiently flat that the measured roughness
was not influenced by any artificial relief. The sheltering
from the wind was useful in order to minimize as much as
possible the formation of any wind sculpted roughness
features. Therefore snow roughness measured in these
experiments can be regarded in good approximation solely
as the result of the deposition process. Roughness measure-
ments were carried out by means of digital photography
using an analogous technique to that reported by Rees
[1998]. Pictures were taken using a high-resolution digital
camera (Canon PowerShot Pro 1, 8.0 megapixel resolution)
and a scaled target which was carefully inserted within the
snow. The contrast between the white snow and the dark
target allowed the roughness outlines to be captured rea-
sonably well. Each image was taken by placing the camera
at a distance of roughly 1 meter from the target. The scales
of interest in this study are of the order of a centimeter,
therefore our measurement window was focused in order to
cover roughness outlines of 20 cm in length. Figure 1 shows
an example of a picture taken during the experiments. The
distance of the camera from the target and the physical size
of images were also chosen in order to minimize aberration
effects. The camera was slightly tilted to the horizontal (i.e.,
10–20) in order to best capture the roughness outlines.
[14] From each image, roughness outlines were identified
by defining a threshold value for the grayscale discerning
snow pixels from target pixels. The threshold was defined
as the gray scale associated to the minimum in the image
intensity histogram. This histogram is a graph showing the
number of pixels pertaining to each different gray scale
value found in each image. Using dark colored targets
helped significantly to define a sharp threshold and there-
fore to minimize the overlap between the grayscale of the
background and snow pixels. We observed that the choice
of any threshold value contained within this overlap
involves an average error of 5% on the estimation of the
statistical properties of snow roughness considered in this
paper.
[15] In order to minimize its intrusivity, the target was
constructed by gluing a ruler to a very thin dark metal sheet
(Figure 1). Overall, it was noted that when inserted into the
snowpack, the target produced very sharp cuts which
preserved the shape of the foreground roughness outlines.
This was not the case when the ambient temperature was
high enough (i.e., higher than 2C) to induce non negli-
gible snow melting or sintering. When this occurs the
snowpack experiences a strong effective surface tension
and sharp cuts are difficult to obtain. Therefore all the
images taken under these conditions were discarded and not
analyzed. In ideal conditions, the spatial resolution obtained
for the roughness measurements depended on the camera
resolution and the physical size covered by each image.
Such a nominal resolution was found to be 
0.07 mm
which is sufficiently fine to investigate roughness properties
belonging to the sub-crystal scale.
[16] We carried out 5 experiments during the period
between January and March 2007, each relating to one
different snowfall. Measurements were taken either during a
snowfall or not later than 2 hours after it ended. For each
experiment, roughness outlines were estimated from three
images taken at different positions over the snowpack. In
one experiment we also performed a granulometric analysis
of the crystals composing the snow surface. Snow crystals
were sampled as explained in the work of Lesaffre et al.
[1998] and photographed by means of a camera connected
to a microscope equipped with a scaled plate [see also
Bartlett et al., 2008]. Figure 2 shows the crystals outlines
obtained from the image analysis using the microscope.
[17] Once the roughness outlines were captured and
scaled, the spatial series of the related roughness heights
were analyzed statistically following the random field
approach. As in most studies of surface roughness, the
height distributions referred to herein are those identified
by the envelope of the roughness [Baraba´si and Stanley,
1995]. This means that any possible overhang generated by
the snow crystals is neglected and the height h is defined to
be a single valued function. Before any statistical analysis
Figure 1. Example of image taken to estimate snow
roughness elevations.
Figure 2. Examples of grain outlines; units are in
millimeters.
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was done, roughness outlines were detrended by means of a
high-pass filter. This procedure allowed to minimize the
effects of residual large roughness scales which were not
created by the deposition process. For each roughness
outline we consistently applied a cut-off wave number equal
to Kco = 1/Lco, with Lco = 50 mm. This length scale turned
out to be roughly 5 times larger than the largest roughness
scale generated by the deposition process.
4. Results
4.1. Experiments
[18] Structure functions for snow roughness heights were
calculated for orders p = 1–5. We first investigate second-
order structure functions D2(r) in order to define some
important length scales (hereafter the time t is removed
from the argument of the Dp function since we focus on the
static properties of roughness). The analysis of the data
revealed that fresh snow roughness can be of two types
(hereafter referred to as Type I and Type II) each of them
characterized by a particular form of the structure function
D2(r). Figure 3 shows an example for both types. For Type I,
D2(r) mainly consists of two parts: a scaling region where
D2(r) behaves like a power law with exponent a1 and a
saturation region where D2(r) becomes constant. For Type II
instead, D2(r) presents two scaling regions with exponents
a1 and a2 before reaching a constant value in the saturation
region (Figure 3). Each scaling region of Type II is associ-
ated with a specific hierarchy of length scales. It is reason-
able to expect that the first scaling region, related to the a1
exponent, expresses self similarity at scales comparable to
the size of the snow crystals. The presence of a second
scaling region, at larger spatial lags, indicates that crystals
organize themselves into larger roughness structures. For
Type I, similarity occurs only at scales comparable with the
size of the snow crystals.
[19] The spatial lags separating different regions in D2(r),
can be defined as characteristic horizontal length scales of
the snow roughness. These are:
[20] 1. The saturation length scale L (only for type II),
defined as the spatial lag at which D2(r) reaches saturation.
It corresponds to the point of intersection between a line
fitting the saturation region and a line fitting the immedi-
ately preceding scaling region (Figure 3). It can be inter-
preted as the typical horizontal scale of the roughness
elements larger than the snow crystals.
[21] 2. The crossover length scale l (for both Type I and
Type II), defined as the spatial lag at which D2(r) deviates
from the first scaling region.
[22] Here, we argue that l can be interpreted as a scale
defining a representative crystal diameter. In order to
substantiate this argument, we have compared l estimated
for Experiment 2 (details on the statistical analysis are
provided below), with the crystals size obtained from direct
granulometric analysis using the microscope (Figure 2).
Here, the crystal size is defined as the largest diameter of
each crystal [Colbeck et al., 1990]. Interestingly, the value
of l lies in between the minimum and maximum estimate
(Table 1). However, since the range of variation between
these two values is quite large, this result cannot be
considered as a proof. A direct comparison between l and
a mean crystal diameter would be more desirable. However,
we found it difficult both from a technical and a theoretical
point of view to calculate, from the crystals images, a mean
diameter directly comparable with l. Difficulties arise from
the fact that in order to have a statistically representative
mean value, many crystal pictures must be analyzed which
is a time-consuming and costly task. Furthermore, snow
crystals are extremely fragile and can break very easily. The
analysis at the microscope involves a sampling procedure
during which many crystals can break and therefore it
becomes difficult to distinguish which pieces are naturally
in the snowpack and how many are artificially broken during
sampling. All these issues make the identification of a mean
crystal diameter quite difficult. Furthermore, because of the
complex geometry of the crystals (Figure 2) it is rather
difficult to find an unambiguous definition for a characteristic
length scale associated with their size. Because of the
difficulties encountered in relating l with a physical size of
individual crystals, we further discuss the meaning of the
crossover length in the next section, where we present results
from off-lattice BD numerical simulations.
[23] The r.m.s of the structure functions calculated at the
horizontal length scales listed before provide the character-
Figure 3. Structure functions for roughness Type I and
Type II; l and L are the crossover and the saturation length
scale, respectively; a1 and a2 indicate the name of the
scaling exponents related to each scaling region in the
second-order structure functions.
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. The former is related to
the typical vertical size of the large roughness elements in
Type II, whereas the latter is a vertical length scale related to
the irregularity of the roughness at the scale of the crystals.
[24] For each experiment, the values of the characteristic
length scales and the scaling exponents were estimated from
multiple linear regression. For roughness Type II it was
assumed that log (D2) follows three linear models, one for
log (r)  log (l), another for log (l) < log (r)  log (L) and
another for log (r) > log (L). For roughness Type I we only
applied a linear model for log (r)  log (l) and another for
log (r) > log (l). Continuity constraints were imposed at the
boundaries between each linear model, i.e., for log (r) = log
(l) and log (r) = log (L). Therefore, for roughness Type II
our model is given by,
log D2ð Þ ¼
a1 log rð Þ þ b1 if log rð Þ  log lð Þ
a2 log rð Þ þ b2 if log lð Þ < log rð Þ  log Lð Þ




with the continuity constraints,
a1 log lð Þ þ b1 ¼ a2 log lð Þ þ b2
a2 log Lð Þ þ b2 ¼ a3 log Lð Þ þ b3:
[25] For roughness Type I, our model is given by,
log D2ð Þ ¼
a1 log rð Þ þ b1 if log rð Þ  log lð Þ
a2 log rð Þ þ b2 if log rð Þ > log lð Þ
8<
: ð4Þ
with the continuity constraint,
a1 log lð Þ þ b1 ¼ a2 log lð Þ þ b2:
[26] The model parameters L, l, a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3
were obtained minimizing the sum of the squared residuals
defined as the differences between the observations (i.e., log
(D2)) and the values provided by the model. Since the fitting
is performed over data which are uniformly distributed in r
and not in log (r) we applied a weighted least-square
procedure. The weights were chosen in order to be higher
for points with larger spacing on the logarithmic scale. This
can be achieved if the residual between an observation and
the model is weighted by the semidifference between the
lags of the nearest neighbors of the observation, i.e., wi =
(ri+1  ri  1)/2, where wi is the weight for the residual
calculated at the lag ri. This procedure prevents a bias of
the results toward the largest scales. The estimates for the
parameters of most interest such as L, l, a1, a2 and the
related values of sL and sl obtained from the multiple linear
regression analysis are given in Table 1.
[27] All second-order structure functions, normalized
with the associated characteristic length scales are presented
in Figure 4. For roughness Type II, structure functions are
scaled using (L, 2sL
2) and (l, 2sl
2). In analogy with the
turbulence terminology we call (L, 2sL
2) and (l, 2sl
2) as outer
and inner scaling parameters respectively. For roughness
Type I, only the inner scaling exists since it is characterized
by just one scaling region.
[28] Figure 4 shows that the dimensionless second-order
structure functions display the following properties: for
roughness Type II, the outer scaling parameters make the
second-order structure function collapse in the second
scaling region. Here, D2(r) display a power law behavior
with an average exponent a2 = 0.40 ± 0.05. Although the
collapse of the data in this region is not striking all the
estimated values of a2 are contained within the range of
values reported by Lo¨we et al. [2007] and those reported in
the literature for BD models. This confirms that the forma-
tion of roughness structures larger than the snow crystals
can be attributed to a deposition process having scaling
properties consistent with BD.
[29] The inner scaling makes the points belonging to the
first scaling region collapse into one line with a1 = 0.61 ±
0.04. In roughness Type I, the normalized structure func-
tions also display similar scaling features i.e., a1 = 0.60 ±
0.02. This confirms that the scaling behavior of Type I
roughness occurs at scales comparable with the size of the
crystals. At lags larger than the crossover length scale, Type
I structure functions becomes nearly constant suggesting
that roughness Type I originated from a deposition process
more consistent with sedimentation rather than BD.
[30] Next we investigate the multiscaling properties of
snow. As discussed earlier, the necessary condition for
multiscaling is the absence of Gaussianity for the roughness
height distributions. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for indi-
vidual distributions showed that the hypothesis of normality
has to be rejected at a significance level of 10%. This
implies that multiscaling behavior can potentially occur.
Therefore we investigated the scaling exponents of structure
functions for orders p = 1–5. Such scaling exponents were
evaluated by using the same multiple linear models de-
Table 1. Results From the Statistical Analysis of Fresh Snowa
Experiment Type l (mm) L (mm) sl (mm) sL (mm) a1 a2 sL/l sL/L sl/l L/l
Minimum and Maximum
Grain Diameter (mm)
1 II 0.31 4.53 0.23 0.61 0.61 0.36 1.95 0.14 0.73 14.3 . . .
2 II 0.55 7.30 0.34 0.87 0.61 0.37 1.65 0.14 0.65 13.1 0.47 and 1.8
3 II 0.41 6.77 0.30 1.07 0.62 0.46 2.60 0.16 0.73 16.5 . . .
4 I 1.35 . . . 0.48 . . . 0.58 . . . . . . . . . 0.36 . . . . . .
5 I 0.6 . . . 0.30 . . . 0.61 . . . . . . . . . 0.50 . . . . . .








; l, L, a1, and a2 are the crossover length scale, the saturation length scale, and the two
scaling exponents, respectively, as defined in Figure 3 and equations (3) and (4).
aEach value in the table is calculated as an average over three roughness realizations.
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scribed earlier. The only difference lies in the fact that l and
L are no more unknowns since they were determined from
the analysis of second-order structure functions D2. Results
from this analysis are shown in Figure 5.
[31] The exponents pa2 belonging to roughness Type II
display a weak multiscaling behavior since on average, they
depend almost linearly on p. For roughness Type I the
multiscaling behavior seems to be more evident as indicated
by the more pronounced nonlinear behavior of pa1 on p.
This suggests that snow roughness properties occurring at
scales larger than the particle size are reasonably described
by just one scaling exponent, whereas the properties at
smaller scales need more refined modeling.
[32] In the following section we present results from
some numerical BD simulations, which were mainly carried
out to further demonstrate the physical meaning of l as the
mean size of the snow grains. Despite the fact that many
simulations of BD have been carried out in previous studies,
these simulations represent one of the very few examples
where the particle outlines are also taken into consideration
for the statistical analysis of roughness.
4.2. Simulations
[33] Numerical BD simulations were carried out using the
following procedure. A flat finite-width substrate (d = 1)
was defined and circular particles of fixed diameter were
deposited by randomly selecting their position and sequen-
tially dropping the particles onto the substrate. Upon land-
ing, the particles remained at their first point of contact with
another particle or the substrate floor. Thus there was no
Figure 4. Adimensional structure function for roughness
(a) Type I and (b and c) Type II. Type II is normalized with
the inner scaling parameter in Figure 4b and outer scaling
parameter in Figure 4c.
Figure 5. Scaling exponents for higher-order structure
functions; solid lines represent the average values of the
scaling exponents for each order p.
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surface relaxation. The lateral paths of the particles were
chosen using a Matlab pseudorandom number generator
with a theoretical cycle of 21492. The size of the substrate
was set in order to contain 1000 particle diameters.
Particles were dropped until the saturation length scale L
of the system reached the size of the substrate width.
Figure 6 shows an example of the roughness outlines
obtained from the simulations. It should be noted that
our simulations do not aim to reproduce roughness out-
lines having the same scaling behavior as snow, for which
one should perform 2-dimensional simulations (d = 2).
Indeed, for our purposes it was only important to simulate
roughness profiles displaying two different scaling
regimes, one at scales smaller than the particle size and
one at larger scales induced by the deposition process. The
1-d simulations were therefore favored over their 2-d
counterparts because they require much less computational
power and at the same time can guarantee the appearance
of both scaling regimes.
[34] Figure 7 shows the second-order structure functions
D2(r, t) calculated at 6 different time steps during the
simulated deposition. At initial stages, D2(r, t) displays
only one scaling region at lags smaller than the particles
diameter. However in the final stages of the simulations,
D2(r, t) shows another well defined scaling region at
larger lags. In agreement with our initial hypothesis, the
crossover length scale l between the two regions is
exactly equal to the particle diameter used in the simu-
lations. Similar results have been recently obtained by
Oliveira and Reis [2007] who performed analogous sim-
ulations using particles with different shapes and size
distributions. Indeed, they have noted that the crossover
length provided a good estimate of the average particle
size. By analogy, we can now extend the results obtained
from these simulations to snow roughness (Type II) and
hence substantiate the argument that l provides a robust
way for estimating a typical length scale for snow
crystals.
5. Discussion
[35] The magnitudes of horizontal and vertical length
scales obtained from the second-order structure functions
give indications on the shape of the roughness structures
and orientation of the single crystals on the snow surface.
In roughness Type II, the ratio L/l oscillates around

13.1–16.5 and the ratio sL/l varies in a range 
1.65–
2.60. This indicates that the deposition process is respon-
sible for the generation of roughness scales with horizontal
and vertical extent much larger than the average size of
the snow crystals. This translates to the appearance of
elongated bumps in the snow roughness as in Figure 8
(Experiment 3). Such geometrical features resemble the
shapes of roughness patterns observed in surfaces obtained
from BD/KPZ type growth [Kardar et al., 1986]. Contrary
to Type II roughness, all the characteristic length scales in
Type I are comparable to the size of the crystals. For
Type I, the ratio sl/l is on average 0.60, which indicates
that, the vertical dimension of roughness is on average
smaller than the horizontal. This suggests that snow
crystals preferentially settle in a position in which their
longest axial diameter is parallel to the surface where they
are deposited.
[36] The absence of roughness structures larger than the
crystals size in Type I roughness, can be attributed to many
causes. For example, if the deposition process is at an early
Figure 6. Particle deposit obtained from off-lattice
Ballistic Deposition simulations.
Figure 7. Second-order structure functions of deposits
obtained from continuous BD simulation at six different
growth stages.
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stage, such structures may not appear. Moreover, if the
falling snow crystals are very round and icy (as observed for
Experiment 4), they lose their cohesive nature to a certain
degree, and sedimentation, instead of BD, can occur. In
general, other possible reasons which can prevent the
occurrence of large-scale roughness consistent with KPZ/
BD growth are listed in the following and also represent the
major limitations of the BD model in the case of fresh snow:
(1) the effect of wind or turbulence on the particle trajec-
tories, (2) snow drift, (3) varying size of the depositing snow
flakes, (4) snow metamorphism, and (5) micro-collapses
within the snowpack that are not taken into account in
the BD process always occur during snowfall. Moreover
the complex shape of the snow crystals, their (varying)
orientation upon impact with a three dimensional surface,
the possible breaking and/or interpenetration of the
crystals at the surface, all contribute to the complexity of
a realistic snow surface compared to that obtained from a
BD simulation. It is remarkable however that despite all
these limitations, in many cases the evolution of the snow
surface can be modeled with a simple BD process.
[37] In this paper we point out that the presence of a
well defined crossover length scale l in the second-order
structure functions provide a new and robust method
to determine a typical length scale of the crystals. The
robustness of this method can be tested by checking how
consistent are the estimates of l obtained from structure
functions related to different roughness pictures taken from
a single rough surface. According to our data we estimated
that on average, the percent error defining the scatter around
the mean value of l is 
16%. This error is estimated as the
r.m.s of the l values estimated from the three images taken
for each rough surface. We point out that for further
applications, it is probably desirable to use a larger number
of images for a more statistically robust estimation of l as a
mean crystal diameter.
[38] From the physical point of view l can be considered
as a typical length scale of the crystals in the aggregated
structure of snow on the ground. Such a characteristic scale
of the aggregate is independent of the difficulties and
ambiguities associated with finding a mean diameter of
natural or mechanically altered disaggregated crystals. Fur-
thermore l can be estimated using a quick and low-cost
experimental technique which can be easily performed in
the laboratory as well as in field experiments. Other imaging
techniques such as X-ray tomography, which can certainly
provide the same information do not have this flexibility
and are far more complicated and expensive. Such a length
scale is crucial in e.g., snow drift models for quantifying the
number and the size of crystals which are available for
entrainment. We believe that even the occurrence of flakes,
i.e., airborne aggregates of crystals respect this length scale
since the sticky aggregation mechanism of crystals in the air
is similar to that on the ground.
[39] Our main stimulation for carrying out this study was
to investigate if the large scatter of z0 values reported in the
literature for fresh snow, could be explained, among other
possible causes, by the occurrence of roughness structures
of different size. The statistical analysis reported herein
suggests that this large scatter can be interpreted as a result
of the occurrence or absence of BD/KPZ growth during
snowfall in calm conditions. When this growth mechanism
occurs, fresh snow exhibits roughness features much larger
than the snow crystals (Table 1). In contrast, when such a
growth mechanism does not occur, the largest roughness
features are dictated by the size of the crystals. A difference
of a factor of ten in roughness size, could be one of the
reasons why the reported values for z0 in the literature span
an entire order of magnitude. This argument is particularly
suitable to explain the large scatter of z0 values reported by
Clifton et al. [2006]. In this study, the reported values of z0
are related to snow roughness developed within the same
trays and at similar weather conditions as in the experiments
presented herein and therefore they are perfectly compara-
ble. For field studies, we acknowledge that beside the
occurrence or not of KPZ type growth, the large scatter of
z0 can also be explained by the following reasons: (1)
experimental uncertainty related to the estimation of z0 from
single point measurements and not in fully controlled
conditions and (2) the presence or absence of wind sculpted
structures developed during a snowfall with strong winds.
[40] Considering snow roughness developed under calm
conditions, our results also provide directions for future
modeling of the aerodynamic roughness length z0. For Type
II, the roughness elements most influencing momentum
absorption are expected to be those larger than the snow
crystals, developed during deposition. At these scales weak
multiscaling suggests that the fresh snow roughness is a self
affine surface in agreement with the predictions of BD/KPZ
type growth. One can therefore expect that sL and L may be
the parameters which capture most of the relevant geomet-
rical characteristics of Type II roughness. This implies that
future modeling of the aerodynamic roughness length for
Type II rough surfaces could be based on these two
parameters alone. For what concerns roughness Type I,
the issue is more complicated since multiscaling seems to
be stronger and therefore it is difficult to predict which and
how many scaling parameters needs to be linked to z0. As a
future development of this study, we plan to use the SLF
cold wind tunnel [Clifton et al., 2006] to find empirical
relationships between typical roughness length scales (such
as sL,L, sl, l) and z0 for fresh snow surfaces.
6. Conclusions
[41] The major findings of the present work can be
summarized as follows:
[42] 1. According to the experiments presented herein,
fresh snow roughness can be essentially of two types,
namely Type I and Type II. In Type I the deposition process
is responsible for the generation of roughness scales con-
fined within the crystals’ size, whereas Type II displays
roughness structures which can be up to 16 times larger than
the average size of the crystals. We show that such scales
exhibit scaling properties consistent with BD/KPZ type
growth. At scales smaller than the crystals, both roughness
Type I and II display a similar scaling behavior.
Figure 8. Roughness outlines with elongated bumps
(Experiment 3).
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[43] 2. The large spread of aerodynamic roughness length
values reported in the literature for fresh snow covered
surfaces can be partly interpreted as a result of the occur-
rence or not of BD/KPZ growth during snowfall.
[44] 3. The crossover length scale l at which second-order
structure functions deviate from the first scaling behavior
can be interpreted as a representative length scale of snow
crystals. We believe that this new length scale could be
an important input parameter for snow drift and snow
microstructure models since it can be estimated using a
quick and low-cost experimental technique which is suitable
for laboratory and field experiments.
[45] Acknowledgments. We thank Charles Fierz and Vladimir
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National Science Swiss Foundation.
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